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Enolsoft PDF Converter for Mac Adds Support for OS X Mountain Lion
Published on 08/07/12
Enolsoft Co., Ltd. announced that their PDF Converter for Mac was updated to support for
Mac OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion. Enolsoft PDF Converter for Mac is an 8-in-1 PDF converting
program, which helps Mac OS X users to convert PDF documents into many other popular
document formats like .docx, .pptx, .txt, .html, .rtfd, .epub, .jpg, .tiff and .png etc.
with original tables, text, fonts, images, graphics and hyperlinks retained, as well as
extract images from PDF files to popular image formats.
Hangzhou, China - Enolsoft Co., Ltd., a professional multimedia software developer, has
announced that their PDF Converter for Mac software updated to support for Mac OS X 10.8
Mountain Lion. Enolsoft PDF Converter for Mac is an 8-in-1 PDF converting program, which
helps Mac OS X users to convert PDF documents into many other popular document formats
like .docx, .pptx, .txt, .html, .rtfd, .epub, .jpg, .tiff and .png etc. with original
tables, text, fonts, images, graphics and hyperlinks retained, as well as extract images
from PDF files to popular image formats.
"Have you already upgraded your Mac to the OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion to experience its 200
new features?" said Marrisa Liu, Manager of PDF project of Enolsoft Corporation. "Anyway,
whether you have already upgraded or not, our PDF Converter for Mac runs well on whatever
Operating System you have installed from Mac OS X 10.6 Snow Leopard to OS X 10.8 Mountain
Lion" she added.
Updated Feature Highlights in Enolsoft PDF Converter for Mac:
* Wholly compatible with the latest Mac OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion
* Optimized the output layouts when convert to Word DOCX format
* Optimized the font-size when convert to PowerPoint format
* Some other minor improvements and issues fixed
Key capabilities and benefits include:
* Fast, accurate and ease-to-use
* Batch or Partial PDF Conversion Mode - it's your choice
* Convert encrypted PDF files on Mac (OS X Mountain Lion compatible)
* Edit PDF tables and text in Microsoft Office Word for Mac 2008/2011
* Turn PDF to PPTX slides for presentations
* Make a PDF into Web-Ready HTML, which highly improves the PDF accessibility with an HTML
copy
* Convert PDF to EPUB Format for read on many popular eBook readers such as the new iPad,
iPad 2, iPhone 4S, Sony Reader etc.
* Quickly convert PDF to Plain Text and RTFD format on Mac
* Save PDF to JPG, TIFF, PNG, BMP, GIF Image formats
* Extract images from Adobe PDF files and then convert the extracted images to popular
image formats includes TIFF, JPG, PNG, GIF and BMP
* Open converted files on iWork Pages and Keynote
* Customize the output quality when converting PDF to image format
* Standalone software, no need for additional Adobe Reader or Acrobat
Pricing and Availability
Enolsoft PDF Converter for Mac is available now through the Enolsoft official website with
a retail price for $59 (USD). All of the Enolsoft products provide a free trial version
for download.
Enolsoft:
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PDF Converter:
http://www.enolsoft.com/pdf-converter-for-mac.html
Download PDF Converter:
http://www.enolsoft.com/download/enolsoft-pdf-converter.dmg
Purchase:
http://www.enolsoft.com/buy/pdf-converter-for-mac.html
Screenshot:
http://www.enolsoft.com/images/guide/macpdfconverter_add.jpg
App Icon:
http://www.enolsoft.com/images/appicon/mac_pdfconverter.png

Enolsoft Co., Ltd. is passionate about utility productivity. The company provides a
comprehensive range of products that can be used in many areas of multimedia, with a
strong focus on PDF tools. Additionally, Enolsoft Co., Ltd. offers video conversion,
YouTube HD downloading and converting apps. Copyright (C) 2012 Enolsoft Corporation. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPod and Macintosh are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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